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Introduction: Recently two similarly bright bolides reaching –15 absolute magnitude named Žďár nad Sázavou 

(Czech Republic) and Stubenberg (Germany), were recorded over Central Europe by the Digital Autonomous Fire-

ball Observatories (DAFO) of the Czech part of the European Fireball Network (EN) [1,2]. Very precise data about 

their atmospheric trajectories and heliocentric orbits were determined from the available photographic and radio-

metric records. On top of that, meteorite falls were predicted for both cases, their impact locations were modeled and 

meteorites of corresponding masses were recovered during dedicated searches. Here we concentrate on the compari-

son of the predicted impact areas and real positions of the recovered meteorites.  

Results: The first reported meteorite fall named Žďár nad Sázavou occurred over Czech Republic on December 

9, 2014 at 16
h
16

m
45-54

s
 UT. All basic data about this extraordinary case are given in [2]. The available observation-

al data enabled us to predict that the impact area for meteorite masses 1 g – 1 kg will be about 30 km long. The rea-

son for such large area was that the meteoroid fragmented very high (two largest flares were at altitudes around 40 

and 37 km) and the slope of its trajectory to the surface was relatively small, only 25 degrees. This prediction was 

confirmed by the recovery of 3 meteorites (42g, 39g and 6g), which were found during dedicated searches within 

100 m from the predicted location for the given mass. The distance between the largest (42g) and the smallest (6g) 

recovered pieces was 9.14 km, exactly according to the prediction. The meteorites were classified as L3.9 ordinary 

chondrites of S2 shock level and W0 weathering grade. Due to large number and high quality of the available in-

strumental records, this case belongs to the best ever described and predicted meteorite falls.  

The second reported and still unpublished meteorite fall (therefore more details are mentioned here) named 

Stubenberg occurred over Upper Austria and Bavaria on March 6, 2016 at 21
h
36

m
51

s
-57

s
 UT. It was a relatively 

large meteoroid with the mass of about 600 kg and size about 70 cm. It started to radiate at a height of 86 km. 

Thanks to the steep trajectory with the slope of 70 degrees to the surface, the brightness increased rapidly and 

reached magnitude –15.5 in maximum (recomputed to the distance of 100 km). The body entered the atmosphere 

with a speed of 14 km/s and continued the flight almost exactly in the northern direction, subject to deceleration and 

also fragmentation. The luminous trajectory was 72 km long and lasted for 5.5 seconds. Due to the low speed, steep 

trajectory, large initial mass, and sufficient strength of the material, the fireball ceased to radiate at a very low height 

of 17.6 km to the east from the town Braunau am Inn, exactly on the Austrian-German border (formed here by the 

river of Inn). Since there were several conspicuous flares along the fireball trajectory, representing fragmentation 

events, it is obvious that larger number of fragments of masses from grams to kilograms reached the surface. The 

fall area is about 3 km long and 2 km wide and lies mostly on German territory between towns Stubenberg and 

Ering.  Small fragments are expected in the eastern part of the fall area and the mass of fragments increases toward 

west and northwest. The largest fragments were predicted to be located in the forest east of Stubenberg. The reality 

fully confirmed this prediction. Altogether 6 meteorites of total mass of 1473 g were found in the predicted impact 

area until now. They were classified as LL6 ordinary chondrites of S3 shock level and W0 weathering grade [3]. 

The initial meteoroid before its collision with Earth orbited the Sun on a very low inclined orbit defined by the 

following parameters: semimajor axis (AU): 1.525 ± 0.010; eccentricity: 0.395 ± 0.004; perihelion distance (AU): 

0.9235 ± 0.0006; aphelion distance (AU): 2.127 ± 0.020; argument of perihelion (°): 221.02 ± 0.03; longitude of 

ascending node (°): 346.5197; inclination (°): 2.07 ± 0.03; orbital period (years): 1.884 ± 0.019. All angular ele-

ments are given in J2000 equinox. 

Conclusions. These new instrumentally documented meteorite falls very convincingly confirmed correctness of 

all our analyses and quality of our instruments (especially in the Czech part of the EN). The astrometry provides 

luminous trajectories with precision of the order of few tens of meters. The positions and shapes of flares from high 

speed radiometers enable us to model statistically the mass and location of small fragments, originating sometimes 

at altitudes as high as 40 km. We proved that the chance of successful recovery of at least one meteorite significantly 

increases for highly fragmenting meteoroids which can produce large number of small meteorites.  
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